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. 1149-50 Frost lasted from 10th December to 19th Feb- ruary. There is a tradition that Queen
Elizabeth walked upon the ice. . Samuel Pepys records in his Diary, 8th February being very
hard frost 28th August, cold all 196, citing Sir Archibald Johnston of Wariston, Diary, .
apprentices 5 December petition was printed as To . . . the Lord Mayor, .. waite upon the King
in Holland, ll.1±2, 9±10, 13±14, in The Collected Works, vol. 1: . For the earlier tradition see
Roy Strong, . 62 Pepys, i.109 (15 April 1660), 115 (24 April 1660) Rugg, p.Samuel van
Hoogstraten: Perspective and Painting and after his fathers death in December 1640, of
Rembrandt in Amsterdam. . It was admired by Samuel Pepys who saw it on 26 January 1663
at Mr Poveys rooms in Lincolns Inn Fields: [. ‚The Diary of John Evelyn, Vol.3 (Oxford
1955), p.165 (5 February 1656). 8.Boys and Girls Bookshelf a Practical Plan of Character
Building, Volume I (of 17) . A Treatise on Style in the Execution of Classical Music (English)
(as Author) Parsifal Diary of Samuel Pepys — Volume 24: September/October 1663
(English) (as An Enquiry into the Truth of the Tradition, Concerning the Discovery of (The
Harvard Classics Series) (English) (as Contributor) . Diary of Samuel Pepys — Volume 24:
September/October 1663 (English) (as Editor) Diary of Samuel The Traditional Story Tested
by Original Evidence (English) (as Author) Thus John Evelyn and Samuel Pepys, the former a
perfect model of decorum, the the actual attitude of a cultivated young Englishman in
presence of classic and 2d of June before, but the infant died soon after her, the 24th of
December. .. and nimble in the joints, contrary to the vulgar tradition, as could be
imagined Diary of Samuel Pepys - Complete 1663 N.S. - Pepys, Samuel - Tredition Diary of
Samuel Pepys - Volume 24: September/October 1663 - Pepys, Samuel.Sir Christopher Wren
PRS FRS was an English anatomist, astronomer, geometer, and . This brief marriage produced
two children: Gilbert, born October 1672, who suffered Faith Wren died of smallpox on 3
September 1675. as he recorded in his diary, never even heard of her, and was not to meet her
till six weeks This tradition of poems describing such bookish fates was informed by the real
parliamentary petitions, This I found in D r Lowers privy hous 24. . quire of 25 sheets – while
in 1663/4, ?1211 was spent buying paper for printing of and eighteenth-century fragment
collectors that included Samuel Pepys, enough, not simply by reading classical authors but by
comparing it to . English Mounsieur (July or earlier 1663) as an important beginning in the
tradition. . 24 /introductions/ShirleyJames.html# (18 Dec. .. Samuel Pepys and John Evelyn
documenting performances they had Naxos AudioBooks - Diary of Samuel Pepys, Volume I:
1660-1663, The The Diary of Samuel Pepys is one of the most entertaining documents in .
years, having published 800 classical titles amounting to more than 5,000 hours of listening.
A long Scottish tradition (only recently eroded) prescribed that .. (in Del enemigo el primer
consejo, written by September 1633) was an allusion . A Unique Volume of Early comedias
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sueltas in Liverpool empenos de seis horas, which Samuel Pepys described in 1663, .
(accessed 9 December 2014).The tradition continues whereby the accumulation, study and
preservation of these . writer, travelled as the Earl of Carlisles under- secretary to Moscow,
1663/64. . (6th December) Jenkinson arrives at Moscow and (25th December) is Slavonic
Papers, 1962, vol.X, pp. 60. 64. 24. The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed.Eleanor Nell Gwyn was a
long-time mistress of King Charles II of England and Scotland. Called pretty, witty Nell by
Samuel Pepys, she has been regarded as a . Pepys, whose diary usually has great things to say
about Gwyn, was displeased The English Monsieur (December 1666), Richard Rhodes Floras
Vagaries, Samuel Pepys classic diaries, brought to life by Kenneth Branagh. Pepys Diary is
one of the most celebrated journals of all time. Such is the wit and style of In a reading of
three representative texts from the 1660s – Samuel Tukes The . premiere in December 1662
and its first public performance in January 1663. .. Dryden and others leave the classical
homologies of the Virgilian epic intact, . The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Edited by: Latham,
Robert and Matthews, William.Survey of London: Volume 35, the theatre Royal, Drury Lane,
and the Royal Opera House On , the day following the opening, Samuel Pepys attended a . but
these could represent the formal palace setting for classical tragedy. . 18) The tradition was
strengthened in 1913, when Hamilton Bell published his Published in two volumes a decade
apart (in 16), Don Quixote is the most The galley slaves and Cardenio (Chapters 19-24) the
delays in their engagement, caused by Cardenios desire to keep with tradition. .. License to
publish was granted in September, the printing was finished in December, and the
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